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Abstract

The main purpose of this study is to illustrate, with a simple monopo-

listic competition trade model, how trade liberalization (i.e., a decline

in trade costs) can affect domestic entrepreneurs’ decisions between

domestic brands and foreign brands, and thus the degree of foreign

brand penetration. It is shown that, as trade costs decrease, more

entrepreneurs choose to provide foreign brands. However, the impact

of trade liberalization (in terms of changes in profit levels) becomes

smaller as more entrepreneurs switch to foreign brands.
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1 Introduction

The proliferation of trade liberalization through both economic integration

(e.g., the European Union) and trade agreements (e.g., the WTO) has made

foreign brand penetration a significant issue in many countries.1 Accordingly,

many studies have examined the impact of trade liberalization on foreign

brand penetration, typically using trade models of monopolistic competition,

which assume the existence of differentiated brands. The simplest models of

monopolistic competition presume that, due to trade liberalization, every

foreign firm increases its exports. This implies that the number of imported

brands remains unchanged by trade liberalization itself.2

The past literature ignores one important aspect of real life: the fact

that foreign producers and domestic sellers are often different entities. For

example, cars are most often sold abroad by dealers who are nationals of the

country where the cars are sold. In the Japanese apparel industry, apparel

companies (including trading companies such as C. Itoh and Mitsui) have

concentrated on licensing high-quality imported (European and US) brands.

In particular, there was a large increase in the number of imported brands

during the 1980s and 1990s. Related to this, Porter, Takeuchi and Sakakibara

1Another important aspect of foreign penetration is foreign direct investment. Ono

(1990) and Richardson (1998) use oligopoly models to deal with this point.
2See, for example, Helpman and Krugman (1985) and Helpman (1990).
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(2000) state:3

The more agreements the Japanese rivals signed, frequently with

licensors based in the same countries, especially Italy, the more

similar they became. As a flood of imported brands hit the

Japanese market, their appeal waned.

These examples seem to suggest that the focus on increased foreign brand

penetration should be accompanied by a focus on domestic importers’ be-

haviors.4

The main purpose of this study is to illustrate, with a simple trade model

of monopolistic competition, how trade liberalization (i.e., a decline in trade

costs) can affect domestic entrepreneurs’ decision of whether to provide do-

mestic brands or foreign brands and the degree of foreign brand penetration.

Following Matsuyama (1995), I assume that there are two groups of differen-

tiated products, domestic brands and imported brands, each of which must

be set up and managed by entrepreneurs. Matsuyama assumed a closed econ-

omy and paid scant attention to the role of trade liberalization. In contrast,

3Porter, Takeuchi and Sakakibara (2000, p. 88).
4One of the important modes of foreign brand penetration is “brand name collabora-

tion” in which domestic sellers use foreign competitors’ brand names to increase demand.

In their seminal paper, Marjit, Beladi and Kabiraj (2007) analyze this aspect. They find

that such an agreement is likely to occur between the firms which are not “too apart” in

terms of their initial brand reputation.
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in this study I focus on the case of trade and examine the interaction between

trade liberalization and entrepreneurs’ decision making.

The structure of the paper is as follows: In the next section I present

a basic trade model of monopolistic competition. In Section 3, the impact

of trade liberalization is considered. Concluding remarks are presented in

Section 4.

2 The Model

Suppose there are two countries, Home and Foreign. The discussion that

concentrates on what happens in the Home market. Each consumer in Home

is endowed with the amount E of income to be spent on differentiated brands.

Suppose there are two groups of differentiated products: domestically pro-

duced brands with an aggregator denoted by h, and imported brands with

an aggregator denoted by f . The sub-utility function and the corresponding

price index for differentiated brands are:

C =
[
αhCh

ε−1
ε + αfCf

ε−1
ε

] ε
ε−1

, (1)

P =
[
αεhP

1−ε
h + αεfP

1−ε
f

] 1
1−ε , (2)

where ε > 1 is the elasticity of substitution between groups, Ci and Pi are

the quantity and price indices for group i (i = h, f). Note that αf/αh mea-
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sures the relative preference towards imported brands.5 Total expenditure

on differentiated brands is defined as

E ≡ PC.

In what follows, assume that E is exogeneously given.

The quantity index for group i takes the Dixit-Stiglitz (1977) form

Ci =

[∫ ni

0

ci(j)
σ−1
σ dj

] σ
σ−1

, i = h, f, (3)

where σ > 1 is the elasticity of substitution between brands within a group,

ci(j) is the amount of consumption of brand j in group i, and [0, ni] repre-

sents the range of brands available in the marketplace. The corresponding

price index for group i is:

Pi =

[∫ ni

0

pi(j)
1−σdj

] 1
1−σ

, i = h, f, (4)

where pi(j) is the price of brand j in group i. The demand function for each

brand j in group i satisfies

ci(j) =

[
pi(j)

Pi

]−σ
Ci, i = h, f, (5)

Ch
Cf

=

(
αh
αf

)ε(
Ph
Pf

)−ε
. (6)

In each group, differentiated brands are produced by monopolistically

competitive firms. One of the central assumptions is that each firm needs to

5A similar setting is introduced in Venables (1987).
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be set up and managed by an entrepreneur. There are N entrepreneurs in

Home. Each entrepreneur has to decide what type of brand to provide. They

are two options: (1) to set up a domestic firm by hiring Home labor at wage

rate wh and provide a domestic brand; or (2) to set up an intermediary and

import a Foreign brand for Home consumers.6 In the second case, Foreign

brands are assumed to be produced by hiring Foreign labor at wage rate wf .

To simplify the analysis, we assume that wage rates in both countries are

exogenously given.

In order to simplify the analysis, to produce one unit of any brand, one

unit of labor is required. Given a Dixit-Stiglitz specification with constant

elasticity σ and a labor wage rate wi, each firm in group i sets its mill price

ρi as

ρi =
σwi
σ − 1

, i = h, f. (7)

Further assume that cross-border shipments of Foreign brands incurtrade

costs via the “iceberg” effect: for every t (t > 1) units shipped, only one unit

6To simplify the argument, I assume that Home entrepreneurs can decide whether

to import Foreign brands by themselves. It is more natural, however, to assume that

such a deal needs agreement between Home entrepreneurs and Foreign producers. Marjit,

Beladi and Kabiraj (2007) examine the latter case under a Cournot-Nash framework. It

is important to extend their analysis to the case of a monopolistically competitive market

structure.
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arrives. Thus, the price of an imported brand for Home consumers will be

pf = tρf . (8)

Now we can obtain the profit level for the firm in group i:

πi =
1

niσ
PiCi, i = h, f. (9)

The relative profit is

πf
πh

=
nh
nf

(
Pf
Ph

)(
Cf
Ch

)
=
nh
nf

(
αf
αh

)ε(
Pf
Ph

)1−ε

=

(
αf
αh

)ε(
nf
nh

) ε−σ
σ−1
(
wh
wf t

)ε−1

. (10)

Assume σ > ε (i.e., substitutability within a group is greater than that

between groups). The ratio of profit is thus inversely proportional to the

ratio of the number of brands.7

Suppose that it takes time for entrepreneurs to move from one group

to the next. This means that, in the short run, profits are not equalized.

In the long run, the number of brands is determined by the movement of

entrepreneurs such that all firms obtain equal profits (i.e., πh = πf ).

Figure 1 shows the determination of the relative number of brands in the

long run. The horizontal axis shows the relative number of brands (nf/nh),

while the vertical axis shows the relative profit level (πh/πf ). Given that

7See Matsuyama (1995, p. 714) on this point.
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σ > ε, (10) is shown as a downward-sloping curve. If the initial point is I,

then the entrepreneurs will move from group h to group f . In the long run,

the equilibrium is obtained as the intersection of this curve and the πh = πf

line, point E. The long-run relative number of imported brands (measured

in terms of the number of brands) is

ñf
ñh

=

[(
αf
αh

)ε(
wh
wf t

)ε−1
]σ−1
σ−ε

, (11)

where “tilde” indicates the long-run equilibrium value.

Proposition 1: In the long run, the relative number of imported brands

(nf/nh) is positively related to their relative attractiveness (αf/αh) and neg-

atively related to its relative costs (inclusive of trade costs t).

This implies that the low rate of foreign brand penetration results from both

strong preferences in favor of domestic brands and the existence of trade

costs.

3 Trade Liberalization

Suppose that there is a reduction in trade costs for imported brands: a

decrease in t. From (4), (7) and (8),

Ph = (nh)
1

1−σ ρh,
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Pf = (nf )
1

1−σ tρf .

Thus, the relative price level becomes:

Ph
Pf

=

(
nh
nf

) 1
1−σ
(
wh
twf

)
. (12)

A reduction in t increases the relative price level, Ph/Pf , and

ˆ(
Ph
Pf

)
= − 1

σ − 1

ˆ(
nh
nf

)
+

ˆ(
wh
twf

)
, (13)

where “hat” indicates a percentage change.

In order to examine the impact of trade liberalization, it is useful to check

the profit level of each firm (πh and πf ). Rewriting (9), the profit levels for

firms are

πh =
1

nhσ
PhCh =

1

nhσ

[
1− µf

(
Ph
Pf

)]
E, (14)

πf =
1

nfσ
PfCf =

1

nfσ
µf

(
Ph
Pf

)
E, (15)

where µf (Ph/Pf ) is the relative expenditure share for group-f brands:

µf

(
Ph
Pf

)
≡

αεfP
1−ε
f

αεhP
1−ε
h + αεfP

1−ε
f

=
αεf

αεh(Ph/Pf )
1−ε + αεf

, (16)

µ′f

(
Ph
Pf

)
=

(ε− 1)αεhα
ε
f (Ph/Pf )

−ε

[αεh(Ph/Pf )
1−ε + αεf ]

2 > 0.

Given that ni is constant in the short run, changes in profit levels come
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only from changes in the relative expenditure share:

∂πf
∂(Ph/Pf )

=
µ′f
nfσ

E > 0,

∂πh
∂(Ph/Pf )

= −
µ′f
nhσ

E < 0.

Via expenditure shifting from domestic brands toward imported ones, a re-

duction in trade costs increases the profit levels of firms in group f , while

reducing the profit levels of group-h firms. In Figure 1, this change is shown

as the upward shift of the downward-sloping curve (i.e., from point E to

point I ′).

Proposition 2: In the short run, given that nf < nh, the change in each

group-f firm’s profit due to trade liberalization is larger (in absolute value)

than the change in each group-h firm’s profit:∣∣∣∣∂πf∂t
∣∣∣∣ > ∣∣∣∣∂πh∂t

∣∣∣∣ .

This result has important implications. From (11) and Proposition 1, the

relative number of imported brands tends to be smaller, which can occur due

to the trade costs. In such a case, the short-run impact of trade liberalization

is a relative increase in profits for imported brands.
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In the long run, entrepreneurs begin to move from group h to group f .

These movements tend to reduce the profit of each group-f firm. However,

there is an additional effect of these movements: further reduction in the

price index Pf . Since the variety of imported brands has been widened, it

becomes more preferable for Home consumers to purchase imported brands.

From (12) and (13), this increases the relative price levels of group h and

mitigates the negative effect of an increasing number of brands in group f .

As the inter-group substitution ε becomes bigger, this effect becomes larger.

Now let us consider the change in the long-run profit levels. From (9),

one can obtain

nhπh + nfπf = E. (17)

Then, the equalized long-run profit can be obtained as

π̃h = π̃f =
E

Nσ
. (18)

This implies that the long-run profit levels are independent of the level of

trade costs. In the long run, changes in the profit levels will be cancelled out

by entrepreneurs’ shifts from domestic brands to imported brands.

Proposition 3: In the long run, from each firm’s viewpoint, the short-run

effect of trade liberalization is cancelled out by entrepreneurs’ switching from

domestic brands toward imported brands.
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It is important to note that the gradual switching of entrepreneurs result in

increased foreign brand penetration.

By combining Propositions 1 and 2, one can examine the impact of grad-

ual trade liberalization. Suppose that trade costs decline from t to t′ first,

then from t′ to t′′, and so on. As the share of imported brands increases due

to trade liberalization (Proposition 1), the impact of trade liberalization itself

becomes smaller (Proposition 2). This implies that, as trade is liberalized

more, the incentive for entrepreneurs to provide imported brands becomes

smaller.

Figure 2 summarizes the above results. With increasing trade liberaliza-

tion, the downward sloping curve moves upwards. The short-run equilibrium

moves from E to I ′. Then, the entrepreneurs’ switching occurs and the rel-

ative profit levels will be equalized again: the new long-run equilibrium is

obtained at E ′. As the share of imported brands increases, the upward shift

of the curve becomes smaller.

4 Concluding Remarks

In this study, by constructing a simple monopolistic competition trade model,

I have examined how trade liberalization (i.e., a decline in trade costs) can

affect domestic entrepreneurs’ decisions and the degree of foreign brand pen-
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etration. It has been shown that, as trade costs becomes lower, more en-

trepreneurs choose to provide foreign brands. However, the impact of trade

liberalization (in terms of changes in profit levels) becomes smaller as more

entreprenuers switch to foreign brands.

The present analysis must be regarded as very tentative. Hopefully it

provides a useful paradigm for considering how trade liberalization affects

the degree of foreign brand penetration. The model could be enriched with

the inclusion of both FDI and outsourcing aspects in order to analyze the

organization of firms.8
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Figure 1: Profit Levels 
and Foreign Brand Penetration
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Figure 2: Trade Liberalization and Increased 
Foreign Brand Penetration
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